We evaluate quasinormal modes of massive scalar field of the Ernst spacetime, an exact solution of the Einstein-Maxwell equations describing a black hole immersed in uniform magnetic field B.
I. INTRODUCTION
It has been well understood that when a classical black hole is perturbed by an exterior field, the dynamical evolution of the field will undergo three stages [1] . The first one is an initial wave burst coming directly from the source and is dependent on the initial form of the original wave field. The second one involves the damped oscillations called the quasinormal Astrophysical interests in QNMs originated from their relevance in gravitational wave analysis. The QNMs of black holes are expected to be detected by gravitational wave detectors such as LISA [2] . Recently the study of the QNMs has gained considerable attention coming from AdS/CFT correspondence in string theory . The lowest quasinormal frequencies of black holes have a direct interpretation as dispersion relations of hydrodynamic excitations in the ultra-relativistic heavy ion collisions [3] . All of these aspects motivated the extensive numerical and analytical study of QNMs for different spacetime and different fields (both massive and massless) around black holes. We refer the reader to the reviews [4] where a lot of references to the recent research of QNMs can be found.
It is well known that that the massive QNMs decay more slowly than the massless one in a lots of references, both by frequency domain method [5, 6] and by time domain method [7, 8] .
In Ref. [5] , Simone and Will have investigated massive QNMs on Schwarzschild black hole spacetime using the WKB method [9] . They studied the dependence of QNM frequencies on the mass of the scalar field, which is restricted to a narrow range due to the restriction required by the WKB method. And a fully revelation of the dependence of QNM frequencies on a wide range of field mass is still expected. Ohashi and Sakagami [10] investigated QNMs for the decay of the massive scalar field on the Reissner-Nordström black hole spacetime by using the continued fraction method [11] and found that there are QNMs with arbitrary long life when the field mass has special values. They named these modes as quasi-resonances modes (QRMs).
The magnetic field is one of the most important constituents of the cosmic space and one of the main sources of the dynamics of interacting matter in the universe. It was found that the equation of state of compact stars is strongly affected by the strong magnetic field [12] . Moreover, strong magnetic fields of up to 10 4 − 10 8 G are supposed to exist near supermassive black holes in the active galactic nuclei and even around stellar mass black holes [13] . Interaction between a black hole and magnetic field can happen in a lot of physical situations, such as an charged accretion disk or other charged matter distributions around black hole. If mini-black holes are created in ultra-relativistic particle collisions in the brane-world scenarios, it exists possibility of interaction between strong magnetic fields and mini-black holes in a great variety of high energy processes when quantum gravity states are excited. So astrophysicists are highly interested in investigating the magnetic fields around black holes. In Ref. [14] , Konoplya and his coworkers have found the QNMs for the Ernst black hole [15] that is a black hole immersed in an external magnetic field. They described the influence of the magnetic field onto characteristic quasinormal spectrum of black holes.
In this paper, we consider the massive scalar field perturbations around the Ernst black hole. We shall find the QNMs of the Ernst black holes in frequency domain. Our numerical investigation shows that the magnetic field B increases with the decrement of the imaginary part of the QNM until reaching the vanishing damping rate. When some threshold values of B are exceeded, the particular QNMs disappear. In sect. 2, we consider the Klein-Gordon equation in the Ernst spacetime and its reduction into Schrodinger-like equation with a particular effective potential. Then we evaluate the quasinormal frequencies of the massive scalar field using the continued fraction method. The last section ends up this paper with summary and conclusion.
II. THE BASIC EQUATIONS AND NUMERICAL RESULTS
In 1976 Ernst found a class of exact black hole solutions of the EinsteinCMaxwell equations [15] . The simplest of these solutions corresponds to a magnetized Schwarzschild black hole, also known as the Ernst metric, which has the form
where the external magnetic field B is determined by the relation
The vector potential giving rise to the homogeneous magnetic field reads:
As a magnetic field is assumed to exist everywhere in space, the above metric is not asymptotically flat.
The Klein-Gordon equation describing the evolution of massive scalar perturbation field outside Ernst black hole is given by
Generally, the Klein-Gordon equation for the Ernst black hole spacetime does not allow separation of radial and angular variables. Yet because of small B in our problem, one can safely neglect terms higher than B 2 in Eq. (4). In this way it is known that only dominant correction due to the magnetic field to the effective potential of the Schwarzschild black hole approximately [14] . The Klein-Gordon equation for the angular part has the form
with P sch (θ, φ) meaning the corresponding pure-Schwarzschild part of the angular equation,
After separation of the angular variables, one can reduce the wave equation (4) in the Ernst background to the Schrödinger wave equation
with the effective potential V (r):
where
and m is the azimuthal quantum number. One can see that the effective potential Eq.
(8) coincides with the potential for the massive scalar field with the effective mass µ ef f = √ 4B 2 m 2 + µ 2 in the Schwarzschild background.
The wave equation with the obtained potential Eq. (8) has the sub-dominant asymptotic term at infinity:
Within the continued fraction method we can calculate the singular factor of the solution of Eq. (7) that satisfies in-going wave boundary condition at the horizon and Eq. (10) at infinity, and expand the remaining part into the Frobenius series that are convergent in the R-region (−∞ < r * < +∞). The solution of Eq. (7) is expanded as follows:
Substituting Eq. (12) into Eq. (7) we obtain the following recursion relation for the coefficients a n :
α 0 a 1 + β 0 a 0 = 0, α n a n+1 + β n a n + γ n a n−1 = 0, n > 0,
Since the series are convergent at infinity, the ratio of successive a n will be given by the infinite continued fraction:
Thus QNM frequencies are given by the vanishing point of the following continued fraction equation:
The quasinormal modes for massive scalar fields were studied for the first time by Will and Simone [5] and late in [6] with the help of the WKB method [9] . The massive QNMs are characterized by the growing of the damping time with the mass until the appearance of the infinitely long lived modes called quasi-resonances [10] . Table 1 . From Table 1 one can see that when the magnetic field B increases, the real part of ω grows and the imaginary part of ω decreases. Therefore black hole immersed in a strong magnetic field is a better oscillator, i.e., in such case the quality factor Q ∼ Re ω/Im ω increases, compared to the nonmagnetic circumstance. Fig. 1 shows that increasing of the the magnetic field B gives rise to decreasing of the imaginary part of the QNM until reaching the vanishing damping rate. When some threshold values of B are exceeded, the particular QNMs disappear.
Then for given magnetic filed, We calculated the QNMs for Ernst black holes for different values of the scalar field mass in the two cases of l = 1 and 2. We listed our numerical results in Table 2 . The numerical investigation shows that increasing of the field mass µ also gives rise to decreasing of the imaginary part of the QNM until reaching the vanishing damping rate. When some threshold values of µ are exceeded, the quasinormal modes also disappear.
For a given l , for example l = 1 and 2, the bigger magnetic field B is, the smaller the threshold value of µ become. In order to illustrate our results more transparently, we show our numerical results in Fig. 2 .
III. SUMMARY
In Summary, we have presented in this paper the quasinormal modes of massive scalar field of the Ernst black holes. Calculations show that the real oscillation frequency grows when the magnetic field increases. The damping rate decreases with the increment of the magnetic field, so that the magnetized black hole is characterized by longer lived modes with higher oscillation frequencies, i.e., by larger quality factor. It is shown that the effective mass µ ef f = √ 4B 2 m 2 + µ 2 of the scalar field has crucial influence on damping rate of the QNMs.
In particular, the greater the effective mass of the field is, the less the damping rate becomes.
As a result, purely real modes which corresponds to non-damping oscillations appear, and when the field effective mass is greater than certain threshold value, the corresponding QNMs disappear. In Ref. [16] , Brito and his cooperators have done a fully consistent study of massless scalar field perturbations of Ernst black holes (including the rotating version of these solutions), without performing the small-B approximation. Next we will research their fully-consistent linear analysis and consider how their method influence the behavior of the QRMs. 
